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Between 1390 and 1392, during the episcopacy of Ramon de
Escales, the enclosure of the new choir of the Barcelona Cathedral
was erected. Once it was completed, the Chapter of the cathedral
decided to order a set of choir stalls and chose as master sculptor,
Pere Sanglada. Before undertaking the commission, this artist
journeyed through several regions in France: Narbonne, Carcasonne
and other cities, and then continued further north to the Flemish city
of Bruges. His intention was to study other choirs and to purchase
oak wood stored at the cathedral of Bruges. On his return he set up
his workshop with the help of various expert woodcarvers.
The upper choir stalls were completed between 1394 and 1399,
although some stalls were changed or repaired in the fifteenth
century. In 1496 the Chapter of the cathedral decided to expand the
choir with a new row of stalls, which became the lower row. The
sculptor assigned to this task was Macia Bonafe, At this time, in
contrast to the 1390s, it was forbidden to use animal or human
figures in the decoration of misericords; only plant ornamentation
was permitted. The misericords of the lower stalls are therefore of
foliate design. It was at this time, well into the sixteenth century,
that some of the misericords in the upper row of stalls had to be
replaced.
Towards the end of the fifteenth century the pinnacles of the choir
stall were completed. Their style is flamboyant Gothic and they
were executed by German sculptors: Michael Lochner and Johannes
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Friedrich of Kassel. During the sixteenth century the backrests were
adorned with decorative silver plating.
In 1519, as a result of the reunion of the Order of the Golden Fleece,
which was organized for the Barcelona Cathedral by the Emperor
Charles V, the painter Jean of Bourgogne decorated the dorsal
panels of the upper stalls with the coats of arms of those nobles who
attended the meeting.
Lastly the wooden screens which separate different sections of the
choir were executed by the Renaissance sculptor Bartolomo
Ordonez.
Themes on the Upper Stalls
Greatfreedomof thematic choice is evident in the misericords and
medallions on the arm-rests of the upper stalls. Religious themes are
sparse. Odd medallions on armrests are adorned with symbols of the
evangelists, and an occasional biblical scene or hagiographic legend
is carved. One scene of exorcism is on a misericord.
Animal themes are well represented. Sometimes the intention of the
roosters, eagles, snails etc. can be viewed on a symbolic as well as
a realistic level.
Among the allegorical themes, several represent the victorious
virtues while others show the psychomachia - battle between the
virtues and the vices. On some misericords vice is represented by a
concrete sin and on others by a symbol such as a centaur, female
centaur, or siren.
Labors of the months, where they exist, appear sporadically among
misericords and medallions.
Leisure time is represented by ball games, dances and music.
Daily life is shown by couples walking side by side, women
spinning, fishing, and other common activities.
Literary themes include, among others, the Wildman and Aristotle
and Phyllis.
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We know of the existence of other contemporary choirs in Spain but
that of Barcelona is the oldest one that survives.
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